
Patch22

A circular building

a flexible and 'open' building

A flexible highrise in wood

Open Building for Resilient Cities
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insulating double glazing 
+ single glazing in loggia

removable underfloor heating tiles ensure 
continued access to pipework and cabling

rear facade with 
soundproofed single glazing

glass can be opened for cleaning
from the inside

Slimline hollow floor
CO2 controlled heat recovery unit

low-maintenance sedum roof
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To win the Amsterdam Buiksloterham Sustain-
ability tender we (Tom Frantzen, architect and 
Claus Oussoren, building manager) founded de-
velopment company Lemniskade Projects. 
We developed a 5000m2 mixed housing and 
working building for plot 22, measuring 
2000m2. We designed a good-looking building 
but esthetics were not part of the criteria. Only 
sustainability scores, calculated with the GPR sys-
tem (a Dutch governmental Benchmark sustain-
ability scoring system) that focused mainly on 
energy efficiency were taken into account. The 
2009 design for Patch22 won the tender with a 
GPR score of 8.9/10 and an EPC  of 0.2. The roof 
of the energy-neutral building is covered with PV 
panels. 

Rainwater is reused in a grey water system. CO2-
neutral pellet stoves, fueled on compressed 
waste wood from the timber industry, generate 
heating. But to our opinion energy efficiency is 
not the only important aspect of sustainability. 
To achieve the high GPR score we had to rely 
on high end installations, that were given high 
scores. But 2009 installations will be old-fash-
ioned twenty years later. Therefore we decided 
to introduce circularity and we designed a build-
ing that could prolong its life span by being able 
to accommodate unknown future use. 
We decided to use the renewable, circular, build-
ing material wood for the main structure and we 
designed the building to be a very flexible ‘open’ 
building.

A building becomes more flexible when some of 
the obvious buildings parts are reconsidered:

No load bearing division walls
A post and beam structure with lightweight di-
vision walls is more flexible than a structure 
with load bearing division walls that fixate the 
size of different units. Lightweight division walls 
can easily be built or removed at any moment 
in time. In Patch22 a maximum of 8 units per 
floor are possible. Multiple units can be divided 
or merged to apartments measuring 540 m2. By 
superimposing regulations for housing and of-
fices, a generous floor height of 4 m and floor 
loads of max 4 KN, the wooden structure can be 
subdivided into six independent office floors or 
maximum 48 apartments.

No shafts
Shafts are the invisible organizers of floor plan 
layouts. In conventional housing, meter cab-
inets, kitchens and bathrooms will always be 
built close to the shaft to minimize the length 

of the drains and the floor dimensions that have 
to accommodate the needed inclination for the 
drains. In Patch22 shafts would never be in the 
right place for an inhabitants’ floor plan. We 
didn’t know which units would merge into a sin-
gle apartment and therefore it made no sense 
to have shafts vertically through all the units. So 
we designed two shafts in the central core and 
pre-installed drains, water and electricity to just 
behind the front door, where the inhabitants 
could have these extended to the desired posi-
tion in the apartment. 

No solid floors, but hollow floors 
Due to the necessary inclination of a toilet drain 
from the central shaft to the outmost corner of 
the building the floor dimensions became 50cm 
high. We decided for a hollow floors, the Slim-
line system, which is a combination of 36cm per-
forated steal beams and a 8cm concrete bottom 
slab. After installing drains and other facilities 
the floor is topped with a Lewis profile sheet and 
8cm anhydrite screed with floor heating. 

Because the top floor is part of the sound barrier 
between two apartments we define this solu-
tion as partly independent of the load bearing 
structure. Opening up the floor completely will 
require some demolition work but is very easy 
to repair. By making strategically placed holes in 
the floor the cavity of the floor can be entered 
and alterations inside the floor can be made. Ini-
tially we wanted inhabitants to be able to disas-
semble the top floor in original components, but 
that turned out to be more complex and more 
expensive than the anhydrite top floor and there-
fore practically and economically less flexible.

No meters inside the apartments
Because we were not building regular shafts in 
Patch22 we had to develop alternatives for posi-
tioning meters in the apartments. We created a 
shared room with all heavily reulated meters and 
main switches together on ground floor and non
-regulated secondary fuse boxes were installed 
inside the apartment, horizontally connected to 
the central shafts. 

apartment interior, photographer: Luuk Kramerview from the soth west, photographer: Luuk Kramer

conceptual drawing of the flooring system. The actual floor is not built as a wood/concrete hybryd but as a steel /concrete hybrid. 

hollow Slimline floor system with free positioning of drains and wiring. Each appartment can be fitted exactly as required for the layout.
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level 7 final layout. All apartments are custom designed apartments, Patch22 can accommodate an 

endless variety of floor plans to give buyers the opportunity to not just add their own layout but to realize 
their own ideas on living, to create their own villa in a shared building.

level 7 typical floorplan with removable division walls in red. Each unit is a separate legal entity. Multiple 
units can be combied to create bigger appartments up to 540 m2. In Patch22 the final apartment sizes range 

from 40 m2 to 204 m2.

Tom Frantzen  +31626152625  tom@frantzen.nl / tom@lemniskade.nl


